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SUBEDAR AJAY VARDHAN, 14 GARH RIF (POSTHUMOUS) 

 

In December 2014, he was tasked to reinforce a locality on a mountain range once 

some information was received of likely infiltration from the Line of Control.  Enroute 

to the forward locality, his team encountered a group of terrorists deployed on a 

height.  The JCO deployed his men and challenged the infiltrators which resulted in 

exchange of fire.  He closed in with the terrorists and shot dead one terrorist who 

was firing from a flank.  He passed crucial information of terrorists’ location and 

strength to the Battalion Headquarter & balance operational teams and continued 

engaging the terrorists. When one of team members got a Gunshot wound, he 

immediately administered first aid by crawling to the soldier.   

 

Later, he tasked a team of four men to move to a flank and target the terrorists.  

While the operational sub team was on its way, another one of the soldier sustained 

a gunshot wound.  Very soon, two of the terrorists inched closer to the wounded 

soldier and attempted to encircle him.  Realizing the grave danger to his team 

member, Subedar Ajay Vardhan with utter disregard for own safety charged at the 

terrorists and shot dead one from close quarters.  He engaged the balance terrorists 

with accurate fire as he pulled the injuried Rifleman to the safety of a boulder.  

Realizing the danger posed by Subedar Ajay Vardhan, the terrorist leader who was 

on the hillock, shot at and grievously injured him.  Despite grave Gun Shot Wounds 

to his head and body, the valiant JCO continued motivating his team while informing 

the Battalion Headquarter and other operational teams to rush in.  He continued 

engaging the terrorists and kept them pinned down till such time another team 

reinforced him, thereby preventing their escape and eventual neutralization.  The 

valiant stance of the Junior Commisioned Officer resulted in the elimination of six 

hardcore terrorists of Lashkar-e-Taiba. 

 

 


